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ABSTRACT

This bibliography cites selected books and articles on computer security published from January 1980 through October 1989. To have been selected, an article had to be substantial in content and have been published in professional or technical journals, magazines, or conference proceedings. Only very substantial articles from the popular or trade press were included. English language articles from foreign journals were included as available. The citations are listed under nine categories. A tenth category of pre-1980 publications is also provided, as well as an appendix containing addresses of all journals and magazines referenced in the bibliography.
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INTRODUCTION

In recognition of the critical need for better dissemination of computer security information throughout government and industry, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has produced this selected bibliography of key computer security literature published from January 1980 through October 1989. This bibliography was compiled by Rein Turn of Rein Turn Associates under contract to NIST.

The bibliography is organized into the following 10 sections and 2 appendices:

1. General
2. Management
3. Foundations
4. Access Control
5. Trusted Systems
6. Database Security
7. Communication and Network Security
8. Cryptography
9. Privacy
Appendix A: Periodicals
Appendix B: List of Key Words

Citations in sections 1 through 9 are organized by subject matter; section 10 is a listing of pre-1980 publications. To have been selected, an article had to be substantial in content and have been published in professional or technical journals, magazines, or conference proceedings. Only very substantial articles from the popular or trade press were included. English language articles from foreign journals were included as available.

The individual citations have the following structure (an example is shown at the right):

Identifier
Author
Title
Journal title (or publishing house)
Date and page (or location and year)
Key words (two or three)

AAL-83
Aalders, J.C.H.
Key Words: guidelines, policy.

Each citation is uniquely identified by the first letters of the principal author's last name (or the publishing organization's acronym, if no author is identified or listing by organization is more meaningful) and the last two digits of the year of publication. A lowercase letter following the year serves to distinguish otherwise identical citation identifiers.
Section numbers are used to distinguish identical citations identifiers from different sections and multiple citations from the same publication [e.g. (2: NBS-81) and (7: NBS-81)].

Appendix A contains a list of the periodicals from which citations in this bibliography have been taken. The list contains publisher and editor information where appropriate in order to assist the user of this bibliography to obtain more information about documents cited.

Appendix B contains a list of all the key words used in each of the 10 sections. This list will assist the reader who would like information on a topic that spans more than one section. As an example, information on viruses can be found in each of the first three sections (General, Management, and Foundations).
1. General

This section cites general, mostly nontechnical publications on computer threats and vulnerabilities (including the hacker and computer viruses), the need for computer security, and other aspects of computer security.

AAL-83
Aalders, J.C.H.
Key Words: guidelines, policy.

AAL-85
Aalders, J.C.H., I.S. Herschberg, and A. Van Zanten
Handbook for Information Security, North-
Key Words: book, general, policy, guidelines, techniques.

ABA-84
Key Words: book, crime, laws, policy.

AGR-83
Agranoff, M.H.
Key Words: awareness, guidelines.
BAI-89
Bainbridge, D.I.
Key Words: crime, hackers, legislation.

BAK-85
Baker, R.H.
Key Words: book, general, policy, guidelines, techniques.

BAL-82
Ball, L.D.
Key Words: crime, policy, legislation.

BAL-88
Ball, M.
Key Words: crime, hackers, guidelines.

BAS-88
Baskerville, R.
Key Words: book, guidelines, policy, techniques, general.

BAU-84
Bauder, D.
Key Words: vulnerabilities, threats, policy, guidelines.

BEA-84
Beane, W.F., E.R. Hilton, and B. Goldstein
Key Words: general, policy.

BEC-80
Becker, J.
Key Words: crime.

BEC-83
Becker, L.G.
Key Words: crime, policy, legislation.

BEC-83a
Becker, H.B.
Key Words: book, guidelines, policy, techniques.

BEC-85
Becker, L.G.
Key Words: crime, policy, legislation.

BEC-85a
Becker, L.G.
Key Words: policy, guidelines.

BEE-84
Beebe, C.A.
Key Words: guidelines, policy.

BEL-87
Belford, P., and J. Quann
Key Words: awareness, hackers, threats, vulnerabilities.

BEQ-83
Bequai, A.
Key Words: book, crime, guidelines, techniques.

BEQ-83a
Bequai, A.
Key Words: crime, policy, guidelines.

BEQ-84
Bequai, A.
Key Words: crime, ethics.

BER-82
Berhard, R.
Key Words: threats, crime.
Bigelow, R.P. (Ed.)
Computers & the Laws,
Commerce Clearing House,
Chicago, 1981.

Key Words: book, crime,
guidelines, laws.

Bigelow, R.P.
"The Queen vs. McLaughlin,
or Why the Criminal
Sometimes Goes Free,"
Computer Security Journal,

Key Words: crime, laws.

Blakney, S.
"Crime," Computerworld,
December 26, 1983, p. 57+.

Key Words: crime, threats.

Blatchford, C.
"A Manufacturer's Approach
to the Security of Computer
Systems," Proc. IFIP/Sec.

Key Words: awareness,
guidelines, policy, techniques.

Bloom, R.
"Catching the Computer
Crook," Infosystems, July
1980, pp. 30-35.

Key Words: crime,
guidelines.

BloomBecker, J.
"International Crime: Where
Terrorism and Transborder
Data Flow Meet," Computers
41-53.

Key Words: crime, hackers,
international.

Bloom, R., and J.-O. Bruer
"Office Information Systems
and Security," Proc. IFIP/Sec.

Key Words: guidelines,
policy.

BloomBecker, J.
"Computers Don't Commit
Crime, People Do," Data
14.

Key Words: crime.

BloomBecker, J.
"Crime -- Corporate Counsel's
View," Crime Digest, March
1983, pp. 7-10.

Key Words: crime, laws.

BloomBecker, J.
"Introduction to Crime," Proc.
IFIP/Sec. '84, Toronto, 1984,
(2: FIN-85), pp. 423-430.

Key Words: crime, general.

BloomBecker, J.
"Computer Security for the
People," Transnational Data
367-370.

Key Words: awareness, ethics.

BloomBecker, J.
Computer-Crime Laws
Report, National Center for
Computer-Crime Data,
California State University,

Key Words: book, crime, laws.

BloomBecker, J.
Introduction to Crime, National
Center for Crime Data, Los
Angeles, CA, September 1985.

Key Words: book, crime, laws.

BloomBecker, J.
Crime, Computer Security,
Computer Ethics, National
Center for Crime Data, Los
Angeles, CA, February 1986.

Key Words: book, crime,
ethics, policy.

BloomBecker, J.
"New Federal Laws Bolsters
Computer Security Efforts,"
Computerworld, October 27,

Key Words: crime, laws.

BloomBecker, J.
"Lobbying for Protection,"
Computerworld, August 4,

Key Words: crime, awareness.

BloomBecker, J.
"Defense of Crime Cases,"
American Jurisprudence Trials,

Key Words: crime, laws.
BLO-88
Bloombecker, J.J.

Key Words: crime, hackers.

BLO-89
Bloombecker, J.J.

Key Words: crime, threats, laws, guidelines.

BLO-89a
Bloombecker, J.J. (Ed.)

Key Words: book, crime, policy, general.

BOL-81
Bologna, J.

Key Words: crime, threats, guidelines.

BOL-81a
Bologna, J.

Key Words: book, crime.

BOL-81b
Bologna, J.

Key Words: crime, threats.

BOL-86
Bologna, J.

Key Words: crime, general.

BOL-86a
Bologna, J.

Key Words: crime, general.

BOR-85
Borking, J.J.

Key Words: book, software privacy.

BOS-82
Bosworth, B.,

Key Words: book, awareness, general.

BOT-86
Bottom, N.R., Jr., et al.
"About the Security Degree: Are We Losing It (A Discussion)," Journal of Security Administration, June 1986, pp. 7-20.

Key Words: general, policy.

BRE-86
Breton, T., and D. Beneich

Key Words: book, awareness.

BRO-83
Brown, R.A.

Key Words: crime, laws.

BRO-83a
Browne, M.W.

Key Words: awareness, hackers, crime.

BUI-84
Buikema, C., et al.

Key Words: crime, laws.

BUM-84
Bump, M. Jr.

Key Words: awareness, laws, software piracy.

BUR-88
Burger, R.

Key Words: computer viruses, threats, general.

BUS-81

Key Words: crime, threats, guidelines.
BUS-88
Buss, M.D.J., and L.M. Salerno

Key Words: awareness, guidelines, policy, general.

BUS-88
"Is Your Computer Secure?," Business Week, August 1, 1988, pp. 64-70.

Key Words: awareness, computer crime, policy.

BYN-85
Bynum, T.W. (Ed.)

Key Words: book, ethics.

CAE-89
Caelli, W.J. (Ed.)

Key Words: proceedings, general.

CAL-83
Calhoun, G.

Key Words: crime, laws, techniques.

CAM-87
Campbell, M.

Key Words: awareness, ethics.

CAM-88
Campbell, D.

Key Words: threats, physical.

CAN-86
Canning, R.

Key Words: awareness, general.

CAR-80
Carroll, J.M.

Key Words: crime, ethics.

CAR-81
Carroll, J.M.

Key Words: Crime, policy.

CAT-86
Cates, H.W.

Key Words: crime, laws.

CHA-85
Chamoux, J.P.

Key Words: crime, threats, laws, international.

CHO-84
Choney, L.B.

Key Words: policy, guidelines.

CJL-88

Key Words: crime, laws.

CLJ-80

Key Words: crime, laws.

CLJ-80a

Key Words: crime, laws.

CLJ-83

Key Words: crime, laws.

CLY-89
Clyde, R.

Key Words: crime, techniques.

COA-83
Coates, J.F.

Key Words: awareness, policy, general.
COL-82
Colvin, B.D.
Key Words: crime, policy, guidelines.

CON-83
Key Words: proceedings, techniques, international, policy.

CON-80
Key Words: Congress, policy, government.

CON-83
Key Words: Congress, threats, laws, government.

CON-84
Key Words: Congress, legislation.

CON-84a
Key Words: Congress, legislation.

CON-84b
Key Words: Congress, legislation.

CON-85
Key Words: Congress, government, policy, threats.

CON-85a
Key Words: Congress, policy.

CON-86
Key Words: Congress, legislation.

CON-86a
Key Words: Congress, legislation.

CON-87
Key Words: Congress, legislation.

CON-87a
Key Words: Congress, legislation.

CON-87b
Key Words: Congress, legislation.
CON-87c
Computer Security Act of 1987, Report No. 100-153,
Part 2, of the Committee on Government Operations,
House of Representatives,
U.S. Congress, Government Printing Office, Washington,
Key Words: Congress, legislation.

CON-89
Implementation of the Computer Security Act
Hearings before Subcommittee on Transportation, Aviation and
Materials of the Committee on Science and Technology,
House of Representatives on September 22, 1988, U.S.
Congress, Government Printing Office, Washington,
DC, 1989.
Key Words: Congress, policy, laws.

COO-84
Cooper, C.
"The Real Cost of Software Piracy," Information Age
(UK), April 1984, pp. 98-102.
Key Words: software piracy.

COO-89
Cook, W.J.
"Access to the Access Codes "88-'89: A Prosecutor's
Prospective," Proc. 12th National Comp. Sec.Conf. (5:
Key Words: hacking, policy, laws.

COR-87
Cornwall, H.
Computer Fraud, Industrial Espionage, & Information
Crime, Heinemann Professional Publishing,
Key Words: book, crime.

COT-84
Courtril, P., and B.D. Weiss
"Third-Party Liability Insurance: Protection in Case
of Computer Error,"
Computerworld, April 2, 1984, pp. ID1-ID7.
Key Words: policy, laws.

COU-81
Courtney, R.H., Jr.
"The Democratization of White Collar Crime,"
Computer Security Journal,
Spring 1981, pp. 39-44.
Key Words: crime, laws, awareness.

COU-84
Courtney, R.H., Jr.
"Computer Security Goals of the DoD--Another Opinion,"
Computer Security Journal,
Summer 1984, pp. 60-62.
Key Words: policy, government.

COU-84a
Courtney, R.J., Jr.
"Computer Security: The Menace is Human Error," The
Office, March 1984, pp. 119.
Key Words: threats, policy.

COU-87
Courtney, R.H., Jr.
"Computer Data Security: A Leadership Vacuum,"
Computer Security Journal,
Key Words: awareness, policy.

COU-89a
Courtney, R.H. Jr.
"Proper Assignment of Responsibility for Data
Security," Security
Key Words: policy, guidelines.

CSC-88
Glossary of Computer Security
Terms, NCSC-TG-004,
National Computer Security Center, Ft. Meade, MD, 21
October 1988.
Key Words: guidelines, government.

CSI-83
"Making the Case for Computer Security," Special Section by Computer Security Institute, Datamation,
September 1983.
Key Words: awareness, general, policy, guidelines.

CSI-84
Key Words: awareness, general, policy, guidelines.

CSI-85
Key Words: awareness, general, policy, guidelines.

CSI-86
Key Words: awareness, general, policy, guidelines.

CSI-89
Key Words: awareness, general, policy, guidelines.
CWO-83
Key Words: crime, international.

CWO-84
Key Words: policy, guidelines.

CWO-85
Key Words: policy, guidelines.

DAV-85
Davis, G.F.G. III
Key Words: book, software piracy, general, laws.

DEA-83
DeAnnuntis, G.
Key Words: awareness, general.

DEL-88
Key Words: book, computer viruses, guidelines, techniques.

DEM-83
DeMaio, H.B.
Key Words: awareness, policy.

DEM-88
DeMaio, H.B.
Key Words: awareness, ethics.

DEM-89
DeMaio, H.B.
Key Words: computer viruses, policy.

DEM-89a
DeMaio, H.B.
Key Words: awareness, ethics, policy.

DEN-87
Denning, D.E., P.G. Neumann, and D.B. Parker
Key Words: awareness, general.

DEN-88
Denning, P.J.
Key Words: computer viruses, guidelines.

DEN-89
Denning, P.J.
Key Words: threats, hackers, computer viruses.

DER-88
Derosier, J.
Key Words: awareness, general.

DEW-84
Dewdney, A.K.
Key Words: computer viruses, general.

DEW-89
Dewdney, A.K.
Key Words: computer viruses.

DMA-83
Key Words: general, guidelines, techniques.

DOJ-80
Key Words: crime, government, guidelines, laws.
DOJ-80a
Crime: Expert Witness

Key Words: crime, guidelines, government, laws.

DOJ-82

Key Words: crime, government, laws, guidelines.

DOJ-82a

Key Words: crime, laws, techniques.

EIS-89
Eisenberg, T., et al.

Key Words: hackers, laws, computer viruses.
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Ekebrink, I.

Key Words: general, threats, guidelines.

ELB-89
El-Haghdadi, M., and M.P. Singh

Key Words: awareness, general.
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Key Words: hackers, threats.
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Key Words: awareness, policy.
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Key Words: hackers, threats.
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Key Words: policy, government.
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Key Words: crime, techniques.
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Fitzgerald, K.J.

Key Words: crime, general, international.
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Fitzgerald, K.J.

Key Words: policy, guidelines.
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Fites, P., P. Johnson and M. Kratz
The Computer Virus Crisis, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., New York, 1989

Key Words: book, threats, computer viruses.
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Forcht, K.A.
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Freed, R.N.

Key Words: awareness, guidelines.
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Frees, J.
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Key Words: crime, threats, government, general.
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4. Access Control

This section cites publications on identification and authentication methods (e.g., passwords, biometrical identifiers), traditional access control methods (such as memory and file protection), the use of capabilities and access control lists, and add-on software packages for discretionary access control.
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Appendix B: List of Key Words

This appendix contains a list of all the keywords used in each of the sections.

Section 1: General

awareness, book, crime, computer virus, Congress, contingency, ethics, general, government, guidelines, hackers, integrity, international, laws, legislation, PC [personal computer], physical, policy, risk, software piracy, techniques, threats, virus, vulnerabilities.

Section 2: Management

auditing, awareness, book, certification, computer virus, control [access control], denial [of service], general, government, guidelines, hackers, hardware, integrity, management, methods [mechanisms, procedures], PC [personal computer, microcomputer], personnel, physical, policy, proceedings, recovery [operational, disaster], requirement, risk [management], software, techniques, theory, virus [worm], vulnerabilities.

Section 3: Foundations

authentication, capability, case [specific description], control, covert channel, database, discretionary, flow, formal, inference [non-inference], integrity, LAN [local area network], methods, models, MLS [multi-level security], network [also distributed system], policy, proceedings, safety, specification, take-grant [specific access control model], theory, trusted [systems], verification, virus.

Section 4: Access Control

control [access], architecture, authentication [identification], book, capability [for access control], case [case study], design, discretionary, government, guidelines, hardware, integrity, management, mandatory, methods, OS [operating system], passwords, proceedings PC [personal computer], safety, software, techniques, trusted [system].

Section 5: Trusted Systems

architecture, authentication, book, capability, case [case study], certification, control, covert channel, criteria, cryptography, denial [of service], design, discretionary, general, government, guidelines, integrity, kernel, methods, MLS, models, network, OS [operating system], proceedings, specifications, software, TCB [trusted computing base], threat, techniques, theory, trusted [system], verification,
Section 6: Database Security

auditing, authentication, case [case study, example], control [access control], criteria, database [files, records], design, discretionary, distributed, encryption, government, guidelines, inference, integrity, kernel, DBMS [database management system], mandatory, methods, models, MLS, network [distributed], policy, privacy, proceedings, relational, requirements, software, statistical [databank], techniques, theory, trusted, verification, views [of database].

Section 7: Communication and Network Security

architecture, auditing, authentication, book, case [case study], controls, criteria, crypto [cryptography], DES [data encryption standard], design, distributed, EM [electronic mail], general, government, guidelines, hardware, keys [cryptographic], LAN [local area network], management, methods, MLS, models, network [also distributed system], OS [operating system], OSI [open systems interconnect], PC [personal computer, terminal], physical, policy, proceedings, protocols, public-key [cryptography], requirements, RSA [Rivest-Shamir-Adleman public-key algorithm], software, standards, techniques, threats [also covert channels], trusted [system], verification [also assurance], vulnerabilities.

Section 8: Cryptography

algorithms, analysis [also crypto-analysis], authentication [identification], book, check-sum, codes, complexity, DES [data encryption standard], design, evaluation, hardware, integrity, keys [cryptographic keys, management], knapsack [public-key algorithm], methods, proceedings, protocols, public-key [cRYPTOGRAPHIC METHOD], oblivious [transfer protocol], one-way [functions], policy, random, RSA, research, signatures [digital], software, techniques, theory. threats, trap-door [functions], verification, vulnerabilities, zero [zero-information protocol].

Section 9: Privacy ("privacy" is implicit in all entries).

analysis, book, case [case study], confidentiality, Congress, credit [data], criminal [justice records], databank, design, EFTS [electronic funds transfer system], employment [records], FOI [freedom of information], foreign [countries other than the U.S.], general, government, guidelines, identifier, laws [legislation], management, matching, medical [records], oversight [of laws], PA [U.S. Privacy Act of 1074], proceedings, profiling, protection [of rights], records, requirements, rights [individual], social [sciences], statistical [data, databanks], surveillance, threats, TDF [transborder dataflow], use.
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